
 

Week 3              

Sunday January 10th, 2016 
      

5:00 am Korean News -  News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:30 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News -  News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News -  News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian, 

no subtitles.   
 
9:00 am PopAsia -  Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news and 

interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. Hosted by 
Jamaica dela Cruz and Andy Trieu. (An SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG   

 
11:00 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:35 am Punjabi News -  Punjabi news service.   
 
12:05 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Movie: Nausicaa Of The Valley Of The Winds -  In the genre of Japanese Anime - A thousand 

years have passed since the violent collapse of industrial civilisation. Small pockets of humanity 
survive on the fringes of a vast polluted forest, the Toxic Jungle, inhabited by giant mutated 
insects, of which the Ohmu, are the greatest threat. The plant life and the spores from the jungle 
are poisonous to humans. Anyone who ventures into the jungle must wear breathing masks to 
protect their lungs. The Valley of the Wind is a small community of humans protected by sea 
breezes from the toxic spores. Their young princess, Nausicaä, tries to understand, rather than 
destroy the Toxic Jungle. Directed by Hayao Miyazaki, and stars Alison Lohman and Patrick 
Stewart. (From Japan, in English) (Drama) (1984) (Rpt) PG WS   
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3:10 pm Benidorm Bastards -  They’re up to their old tricks again! Seven senior citizens (played by 
actors) head out into the streets with only one thought in mind - to pull pranks on young people. 
This is a hidden camera show with a difference; the skits are absurd and hilarious - and the 
unsuspecting victims haven’t got a clue what hit them. (From Belgium, in Dutch) (Comedy 
Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
3:35 pm Streetosphere -  London - This exciting new series immerses you in different urban cultures, 

taking a look behind walls, under pavements, and up on rooftops, to find artists that are 
reinventing urban spaces, turning them into their recreation grounds. (From France, in English) 
(Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 5) (Rpt) PG   

 
4:05 pm The Pitch -  Autograph Collection - This series goes behind the closed doors of the world of 

advertising as America's top creative ad agencies go head to head to win a real campaign from 
a major brand. Each week, two different agencies will prepare and present their pitch. In the 
final episode, two up and coming ad agencies, ready to take it to the next level, compete for a 
chance to become Autograph Collection's coveted agency of record. (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) M (L)   

 
4:55 pm Heston's Feasts -  Heston's 80s Feast - Top chef Heston Blumenthal sets out to reinvent 

famous past or imagined feasts for celebrity diners. Tonight, Heston returns to the 1980s, 
cooking up sake champagne in a giant mobile phone with edible sushi money, the ultimate 
toasted sandwich, a power lobster in the microwave, and a weightless floating dessert 
combining vienetta and tiramisu. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:50 pm Running Man Australian Special III -  In this third and final chapter of our Running Man 

Australian Trilogy, our cast and guests travel back in time to 1854 when the land was fervent 
with gold rush fever. This time, these sheriffs will try to prove what they’re made of, performing 
missions that tests their skills and noggins while trying to hunt down treasure for just a tiny taste 
of gold. Will all that hard work prove worth it or will they just be panning for coal? (From South 
Korea, in Korean) (Entertainment) (class tba) **Australian Special/Final** 

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular 

Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24 
single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through the use of 
their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large studio 
audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) G **New Episode**   

 
8:30 pm South Park -  Pandemic 2: The Startling - Giant guinea pigs are attacking cities all over the 

world. The boys have the key that will save everyone from the onslaught but they're stranded in 
the Andes Mountains. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A) CC   

 
8:55 pm Drunk History – New Mexico - Popé leads the Pueblo Indians in a revolt, Boy Scouts founder 

Ernest Thompson Seton tracks a wolf, and the truth behind the Roswell UFO conspiracy is 
revealed. Featuring Colin Hanks, Jason Mantzoukas, Rob Huebel, Tom Lennon and Patton 
Oswalt. (From the US) (Comedy Series) M(A,L) **New Episode** 
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9:20 pm South Park -  About Last Night... - While the country celebrates the outcome of the election, 

the new President-elect catches everyone off guard when he arrives at the White House 
prematurely. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A) CC   

 
9:50 pm Russell Howard's Good News -  Russell Howard presents this very popular weekly topical 

comedy series filmed in front of a live studio audience. In this new season Russell once again 
offers his unique and quirky take on the week's global headlines and bizarre news stories. 
Sifting through over 60 international news channels, 140 newspapers from around the world 
and over 1,000 news clips, no stone is left unturned in his pursuit of the weird and wonderful 
stories that have been dominating the press this week. Russell is also joined by a special guest 
with an amazing story to tell. (From the UK) (Entertainment Series) M(S,A,L) **New Episode**  

 
10:20 pm American Swing -  Chronicles the history of the most prominent hetero swingers club in New 

York during the 1970s - Plato's Retreat - and its loudmouth self-promoting owner, Larry 
Levenson. Participants speak fondly of their memories and the anachronisms of the place. But 
as the 1980s came the novelty wore off, the threat of AIDS arose, and Levenson's ego went out 
of control. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) MA (S,A,N) CC   

 
11:45 pm In Her Skin -  Mystery, love and scandal intertwine in this addictive telenovela about two 

murdered souls fighting for the control of one body. (From US, in Spanish) (Drama Series) M   
 
12:40 am In Her Skin -  Mystery, love and scandal intertwine in this addictive telenovela about two 

murdered souls fighting for the control of one body. (From US, in Spanish) (Drama Series) M   
 
1:30 am Movie: Look For A Star -  Inspired by the relationship between casino tycoon Stanley Ho and 

his fourth wife, Angela Leong, this romantic comedy stars Andy Lau as a billionaire who falls in 
love with a feisty casino dealer played by Shu Qi. Nominated for two 2010 Hong Kong Film 
Awards. Directed by Andrew Lau Wai-Keung, and also stars Denise Ho and Zhang Hanyu. 
(From Hong Kong, in Cantonese and Mandarin) (Romance) (2009) (Rpt) PG   

 
3:40 am CCTV News In English From Beijing -  The English language news channel from China 

Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)    
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5:00 am Korean News -  News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:30 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News -  News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Latin American News -  News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian, 

no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:35 am Punjabi News -  Punjabi news service.   
 
12:05 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
1:30 pm Tamil News -  News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil, no 

subtitles.   
 
2:00 pm Thai News -  News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles. 

(News)   
 
2:30 pm Sri Lankan Sinhalese News -  News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri 

Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.   
 
3:00 pm Bangla News -  News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.   
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3:30 pm Romanian News -  News via satellite from TVRi Bucharest Romania, in Romanian, no 
subtitles.   

 
4:00 pm Dara O Briain: School Of Hard Sums - Susan Calman And Andrew Maxwell - Guest 

comedians Susan Calman and Andrew Maxwell pit their muscles and common sense against 
Dara’s big maths brain as they battle it out to solve puzzles and problems set by Professor 
Marcus du Sautoy. Today’s theme is: ‘The Maths of Balls’. (From the UK & Japan) 
(Entertainment Series) G **New Episode** 

 
4:50 pm Vs. Arashi -  Team Ota Production - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese 

pop idols Arashi pit their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or 
sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very 
cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:45 pm The Office -  Wuphf.Com - More than money is at stake as Michael helps charm people into 

investing in Ryan's Internet company. Dwight capitalises on both the Thanksgiving holiday and 
his childhood memories by creating a hay festival in the parking lot, while Jim discovers that a 
new Dunder Mifflin policy prevents him from earning commission. (S.7,Ep.9) (From the US) 
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:10 pm The Office -  China - After reading an article about China growing as a global power, 

Michaeldecides China must be stopped before they take over the US. Everyone in the office 
complains about Dwight's building standards and Pam threatens to move Dunder Mifflin to a 
new building. (S.7,Ep.10) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:35 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular 

Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24 
single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through the use of 
their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large studio 
audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
7:40 pm Community -  The First Chang Dynasty - The study group stages an elaborate heist to break 

in to Greendale and free Dean Pelton from the clutches of Chang. (From the US) (Comedy 
Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
8:05 pm Community -  Introduction To Finality - As Abed  struggles to stay sane without his best 

friend, Jeff agrees to represent Shirley in a case against Pierce to determine official ownership 
of their new sandwich shop. Meanwhile, Troy struggles to adapt to the AC Repair School. Guest 
starring John Goodman and Rob Corddry. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
8:30 pm The Returned - Morgane - Since the return of Victor’s mother, Julie feels out of place: she 

eventually decides to leave the Domaine. Camille grow close to Virgil, a mysterious young 
Returnee, which is not to her mother’s liking. Adèle begins to get used to her baby – she has no 
doubt that Simon is watching them on the sly. As for Léna, she finally catches up with Serge, 
who has however been joined by a new Returnee, his father, Milan, an individual both 
charismatic and dangerous. (S.2,Ep.3) (From France, in French) (Drama Series) M(V) **New 
Episode** 
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9:30 pm Movie: Melancholia -  Two sisters, Justine and Claire, find their already strained relationship 
challenged as a mysterious new planet threatens to collide with Earth, and depressive 
newlywed Justine finds herself oddly well equipped to face the end of humankind. Directed by 
Lars Von Trier. Starring Kirstin Dunst, Charlotte Gainsbourg, Alex Skarsgard and Kiefer 
Sutherland. (From the US) (Film) (2011) M(S,N,L) CC   

 
12:00 am The Sarah Silverman Program -  Face Wars - Sarah wagers that it's easier to be a black 

person in American than a Jewish person, and attempts to prove it by becoming "black" for a 
day with the help of a makeup artist. She embarks on an odyssey in which she becomes the 
beloved and persecuted leader of a unique racial justice movement. Brian and Steve grievously 
miscalculate the potency of medical marijuana. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(D)   

 
12:30 am Free Radio -  Side Kick For A Day - The show gets a visit from LA Ink's Kat Von D and actor 

Zachary Quinto. The "Sidekick for a Day" promotion causes Anna to leave the show. (From the 
US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
12:55 am RuPaul's Drag Race -  The Snatch Game - The queens compete in a star-studded TV game 

show where they must pull out their best celebrity impersonations. (From the US) (Factual 
Entertainment) (Rpt) M(S,L)   

 
1:45 am RuPaul's Drag Race -  Here Comes The Bride - Wedding bells ring as the queens go from 

blushing brides to dragzillas in a challenge that weds their drag personas with the perfect 
grooms...themselves. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) M(S,L)   

 
2:35 am Confessions Of A Male Stripper -  Male stripping is booming in the UK. Every weekend in 

most major cities, women are paying to see men get naked. The Dreamboys is the biggest male 
stripping agency of them all and ex-stripper David Richards is in charge. He claims to know 
what women want, and is prepared to do whatever it takes to give it to them. David is on the 
search for some 'fresh meat' to join his London troupe and meets the men that come forward to 
auditions. Who are they, why are they doing it and what impact is it having on their life? Like 
never before, this First Cut film lifts the lid on this exotic world of sex, fantasy and temptation 
and shines a light on the private lives of the men whose job it is to bare all. (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) M(S,N,L)   

 
3:35 am RT News In English From Moscow -  RT from Moscow delivers the latest news and current 

affairs from around the world including special reports and entertainment news.    
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5:00 am Korean News -  News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:30 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News -  News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Ukrainian News -  Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in Kyiv, 

no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian, 

no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:35 am Punjabi News -  Punjabi news service.   
 
12:05 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
1:30 pm Tamil News -  News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil, no 

subtitles.   
 
2:00 pm Thai News -  News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles. 

(News)   
 
2:30 pm Sri Lankan Sinhalese News -  News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri 

Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.   
 
3:00 pm Bangla News -  News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.   
 
3:30 pm Nepali News -  News via satellite from Nepal Television in Kathmandu, in Nepali, no subtitles.   
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4:00 pm Mysterious Cities Of Gold -  The original 80s animation classic that follows a young orphan 
called Esteban as he searches the New World for both his father and the Mysterious Cities of 
Gold. (From France, in English) (Animation) (Rpt) PG   

 
4:35 pm Vs. Arashi -  Team Okinawa - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop 

idols Arashi pit their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or 
sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very 
cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:35 pm Urban Freestyler -  Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban landscape watch some of 

the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. (From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G   
 
5:40 pm The Office -  Classy Christmas: Part 1 - Michael could not be happier when Toby has to take 

a leave of absence and corporate sends Holly Flax (guest star Amy Ryan) to cover for him. Pam 
is forced to do a second Christmas party after Michael wants the party tobe on the day Holly 
returns to Scranton. Meanwhile, Jim regrets agreeing to a snowball fight with Dwight. 
(S.7,Ep.11) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:05 pm The Office -  Classy Christmas: Part 2 - Michael could not be happier when Toby has to take 

a leave of absence and corporate sends Holly Flax to cover for him. Pam is forced to do a 
second Christmas party after Michael wants the party to be on the day Holly returns to 
Scranton. Meanwhile, Jim regrets agreeing to a snowball fight with Dwight. (From the US) 
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:35 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular 

Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24 
single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through the use of 
their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large studio 
audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
7:35 pm Brooklyn Nine-Nine -  Christmas - Captain Holt receives death threats and Jake is put in 

charge of his security, a job he enjoys and abuses as much as he can. Meanwhile, Amy 
attempts to get the precinct to take a Christmas photo for Holt, but a lack of enthusiasm and 
Rosa’s refusal to smile defeats her efforts. Also, Sergeant Terry Jeffords gets his mojo back. 
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
8:05 pm Brooklyn Nine-Nine -  Pontiac Bandit - Jake is interested in one of Rosa’s perps, Doug Judy 

(Guest Star Craig Robinson, ‘The Office’), who has information about the “Pontiac Bandit,” a car 
thief whom Jake has been tracking for years. Meanwhile, the station tries to accommodate a 
scooter-bound Charles’ every need when he returns to work, but he proves to be too much to 
handle. And Captain Holt struggles to find a home for two puppies. (From the US) (Comedy 
Series) (Rpt) PG CC   
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8:30 pm California High -  When California introduced medical marijuana laws in 1996 it sparked a 
chain reaction that led to 18 other states passing similar laws. Two states, Washington and 
Colorado, even legalised marijuana for recreational use. With a full legalisation vote due in 
2016, California is now considered by many as the key battleground state in the national 
marijuana debate. A debate that has divided Americans for over fifty years. From the concrete 
jungles of LA to the remote isolation of Northern California, “California High” takes you on a 
journey through the eyes of growers, cops, politicians and ordinary Californians to get up close 
and personal with the issues. It shows for the first time how truly complex the situation is. (From 
the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,D) 

 
9:30 pm Living With The Enemy - Marijuana - Michael is Australia’s public advocate #1 for smoking 

Marijuana. He is ambassador for life at Nimbin’s Hemp Embassy, a co-creator of Australia’s 
annual celebration of all things hemp, Mardi Grass, a foundation member of the Help End 
Marijuana Prohibition (HEMP) political party and a man who has smoked his own body weight in 
marijuana over the course of his lifetime. Kerryn is a former drug-user who is now a drug 
educator and a woman who believes marijuana is the gateway to a lifetime of potential addiction 
and ruin. Michael introduces her to maverick marijuana growers, to people who smoke it 
recreationally and epileptics who use it medicinally. Kerryn introduces him to doctors who have 
proved its negative effect on the brain and parents who have lost children and family members 
to the drug. Will they find a greater understanding of one another after ten days - or remain 
enemies? (Part 5 of 6) (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(L) CC   

 
10:25 pm Unplanned America -  Food For Thought - From getting a warped lesson in America's obesity 

epidemic by tackling 20,000 calorie burgers at the Heart Attack Grill in Las Vegas to spending 
Christmas lunch at Albuquerque's biggest homeless shelter, the Unplanned America guys get 
some food for thought. (S.2,Ep.3) (Co-commissioned by SBS) (Documentary) (Rpt) MA(N) CC 

 
11:00 pm Unplanned America -  Marked Men - Nick, Parv and Gonzo explore tattoo culture in Southern 

California, first getting tattoos at the legendary Shamrock Social Club before witnessing gang 
members have their lives turned around through tattoo removal before finally spending time with 
cancer victim Dawn who is undergoing areola tattooing as part of restorative breast surgery. 
(S.2,Ep.4) (Co-commissioned by SBS) (Documentary) (Rpt) MA(N) CC 

 
11:30 pm South Park -  A Ladder To Heaven - When the boys win all the candy they can eat, all they 

have to do is find the ticket stub to claim their prize. Only trouble is they remember they gave it 
to Kenny, and he's dead. (From the US, in English) (Animated comedy Series) (Rpt) M (S,A) CC 
WS   

 
12:00 am Cordon -  At Jana's office, the atmosphere grows tense and grim: Jana wants to get away at 

any cost. After Lex finds evidence of an escape attempt, the crisis centre goes into emergency 
mode, causing Lommers to get anxious. Meanwhile, Gryspeerts receives threats during his 
search for the cause of the contagion. And Miss Katja fears that she got contaminated during an 
incident on a bus. But Jokke is hopeful: three experimental vaccines are being developed. 
(S.1,Ep.7) (From Belgium, in Dutch) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A,V,L)   
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1:00 am In The Flesh -  Fate throws Kieren and Simon together on the Give Back Scheme, this time at 
the doctor’s surgery. Simon reassures Kieren that he’s not leading Amy on, but the pair come to 
blows when Kieren thwarts his plan to free two caged rabids. PDS Sufferer Freddie Preston 
returns from the grave to find his childhood sweetheart, Haley, shacked up in their marital home 
with her new boyfriend Amir. Haley and Amir allow Freddie to stay in the spare room until he’s 
back on his feet which is not ideal for Freddie, particularly because he struggles with the notion 
of ‘till death do us part’ and is determined to win back Haley. When Kieren is thrust into the 
aftermath of Freddie’s plan, he sees Simon’s views in a different light. Even though he hates the 
thought of hurting Amy, he can’t help but follow his heart. (From the UK) (Drama Series) (Rpt) 
M(H,V) 

 
2:00 am I'm A Stripper -  This documentary follows the lives of male strippers in the sexiest cities in 

North America - Montréal, Niagara Falls and Las Vegas. Each guy has been selected to create 
a dynamic perspective on the reality of making a living in the buff. This documentary will reveal 
questions such as: Is it about money? Is it a sexual turn-on? How did they get here? What do 
their families and friends think? Do they take their work home with them? How much do they 
make? Is it competitive on the floor trying to get private dances? What is life like away from the 
club? How do they size up a client? How do our straight boys feel about dancing for dudes? 
And the gay boys dancing for ladies? (From Canada) (Documentary) (Rpt) MA(S,D)   

 
2:55 am France 24 News In English From Paris -  International news and current affairs television from 

Paris, offering a French perspective on world events.    
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5:00 am Korean News -  News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:30 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News -  News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Ukrainian News -  Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in Kyiv, 

no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian, 

no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:35 am Punjabi News -  Punjabi news service.   
 
12:05 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
1:30 pm Tamil News -  News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil, no 

subtitles.   
 
2:00 pm Thai News -  News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles. 

(News)   
 
2:30 pm Sri Lankan Sinhalese News -  News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri 

Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.   
 
3:00 pm Bangla News -  News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.   
 
3:30 pm African News -  African news in English from France 24.   
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4:00 pm Mysterious Cities Of Gold -  The original 80s animation classic that follows a young orphan 
called Esteban as he searches the New World for both his father and the Mysterious Cities of 
Gold. (From France, in English) (Animation) (Rpt) PG   

 
4:35 pm Vs. Arashi -  Team Koji Imada - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop 

idols Arashi pit their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or 
sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very 
cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:35 pm Urban Freestyler -  Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban landscape watch some of 

the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. (From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G   
 
5:40 pm The Office -  Ultimatum - Michael prepares himself for the good or bad news about Holly 

(guest star Amy Ryan) and her boyfriend. In an effort to be an "awesome" office manager, Pam 
decides to put up a resolution board for everyone to post their New Year's resolutions. 
Meanwhile, Andy, Dwight, and Darryl set out to meet women during their lunch break. 
(S.7,Ep.13) (From the USA) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:05 pm The Office -  The Seminar - With Andy’s sales at his lowest ever, he gets desperate and holds 

a small business seminar with the help of some special guests. Michael and Holly turn the event 
into an improv challenge. Meanwhile, Erin enlists some of her coworkers in her scrabble battle 
with Gabe. (S.7,Ep.14) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
6:35 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular 

Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24 
single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through the use of 
their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large studio 
audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
7:35 pm Brooklyn Nine-Nine -  The Bet - Jake and Amy’s ongoing bet about who can make more 

arrests comes to a close. Meanwhile, Charles receives the Medal of Valor for getting shot in the 
line of duty, but the pain medication he is taking causes him to reveal his true opinions about his 
colleagues. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG(V) CC   

 
8:05 pm Brooklyn Nine-Nine -  The Ebony Falcon - On his first task back in the field, Terry busts a 

steroid ring, and in doing so, takes cues from Jake on how to harness his emotions. Meanwhile, 
Amy and Rosa help solve a breaking-and-entering case at Gina’s apartment. (From the US) 
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
8:30 pm Movie Mayhem with Marc Fennell: Creepshow - Inspired by the E.C. comics of the 1950s, 

George A.Romero and Stephen King bring five tales of terror to the screen. (From the US) 
(Movie) (Comedy) (Horror) (1982) G CC      
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10:45 pm Movie Mayhem with Marc Fennell: Iron Sky -  In the last moments of World War II, a secret 
Nazi space program evaded destruction by fleeing to the Dark Side of the Moon. During 70 
years of utter secrecy, the Nazis construct a gigantic space fortress with a massive armada of 
flying saucers. Soon, this unstoppable attack fleet will swarm towards Earth, heralding the 
triumphant return of the Fourth Reich! (From the US, in English & German) (Film) (Comedy) 
(2012) (Rpt) M(V,L)   

 
12:25 am Wilfred -  Adam and Wilfred are at the park when two dog-catchers ask Wilfred why he isn't 

wearing a collar. Wilfred explains that he's under adult supervision, but Adam pretends he 
doesn't know Wilfred. Stars Jason Gann and Adam Zwar. (Commissioned by SBS, in English) 
(Comedy Series) (Part 7 of 8) (Rpt) MA (L,A) CC WS   

 
12:55 am Shameless -  Shane is consumed with guilt following the hit and run, and tries to make amends 

by befriending Ruth, the widow of the man he killed. Chesney finds the girl of his dreams when 
Beccy enters Chesco, but fails to impress her, while Kelly and Lillian face tough competition 
from a new brothel on the estate. Stars David Threlfall, Tina Malone and Aaron McCusker. 
(From the UK) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA (S,L) CC   

 
1:50 am Toast Of London -  Bonus Ball - After losing 20,000 pounds to Andrew Lloyd Webber in a 

celebrity poker game, Toast finds himself being hunted by musical superstar and part-time 
theatre-land enforcer, Michael Ball. Needing cash quick, a desperate Toast agrees to dub some 
gay art house porn. When his nemesis, Ray Purchase catches him in bed with his wife, Toast is 
caught up in a life or death showdown with both Purchase and Ball on the stage of his appalling 
play. Meanwhile, his agent Jane Plough thinks he may have won the role of James Bond, if he 
survives. Guest starring Michael Ball, Tim Downie and Tracy-Ann Oberman. (Final) (Ep.6) 
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA(S,V,L)   

 
2:20 am Work Of Art: The Next Great Artist -  Project Runway meets visual arts in this exhilarating 

new reality series to find the next great artist, produced by Sarah Jessica Parker. For their 
second challenge, the artists are taken to an appliance graveyard filled with televisions, toaster 
ovens, and an array of broken electronics. Using the trash heap as their canvas, the artists are 
charged with transforming one man’s trash into another man’s piece of art.  (From the US) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
3:15 am DW News In English From Berlin -  News and analysis of the top international and European 

news and current affairs from Berlin.    
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5:00 am Korean News -  News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:30 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News -  News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News -  News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian, 

no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:35 am Punjabi News -  Punjabi news service.   
 
12:05 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
1:30 pm Tamil News -  News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil, no 

subtitles.   
 
2:00 pm Thai News -  News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles. 

(News)   
 
2:30 pm Sri Lankan Sinhalese News -  News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri 

Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.   
 
3:00 pm Bangla News -  News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.   
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3:30 pm Somali News -  News via satellite from Universal TV as broadcast in Somalia (Mogadishu), in 
Somali, no subtitles.   

 
4:00 pm Mysterious Cities Of Gold -  The original 80s animation classic that follows a young orphan 

called Esteban as he searches the New World for both his father and the Mysterious Cities of 
Gold. (From France, in English) (Animation) (Rpt) PG   

 
4:35 pm Vs. Arashi -  In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit their 

wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople every week. 
The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in 
Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:35 pm Urban Freestyler -  Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban landscape watch some of 

the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. (From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G   
 
5:40 pm The Office -  The Search - When Jim gets an emergency phone call from Helene (guest star 

Linda Purl), he is forced to leave Michael in the bathroom of a gas station. Meanwhile, Holly 
(guest star Amy Ryan), Erin and Dwight set out on a journey to find Michael. Back at the office 
Pam’s artwork starts a captioning contest that seems to offend Gabe. (S.7,Ep.15) (From the 
US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:05 pm The Office -  PDA - It’s Valentine’s Day in the Office and the public displays of affection 

between Michael and Holly are making everyone uncomfortable. The aftermath of a bottomless 
champagne lunch causes complications for Jim and Pam. After Gabe designs a romantic 
treasure hunt for Erin, Andy tags along. (S.7,Ep.16) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) 
PG(S)   

 
6:35 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular 

Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24 
single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through the use of 
their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large studio 
audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
7:35 pm Speed With Guy Martin - Soapbox Racer - In this week’s show, Guy wants to build the fastest 

soapbox racer the world has ever seen and set a brand new speed record using just the pull of 
gravity and a tarmac road. And this time round, his team is made up exclusively of the top 
female engineers and athletes in Britain. To get to grips with going blisteringly fast on a public 
road, Guy his hand as street luge with Europe’s top female street luger Helene Schmit, before 
meeting up with his team of engineers in the Sheffield Peaks to explore the science of rolling 
resistance and importance of tyre pressure. (S.2,Ep.4) (From the UK) (Documentary) PG **New 
Episode**     
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8:30 pm Mythbusters -  Titanic Survival - Was Jack's death at the end of the 1997 film Titanic 
preventable? In the second episode of the explosive new series, Adam and Jamie recreate the 
scene - first with surrogates, and then with each other - to find out. Meanwhile Kari, Grant, Tory 
and Buster don't quite buy the myth that a Californian surfer rode a rocket-powered surfboard 
travelling at 30 km/h for longer than thirty seconds, and decide to test it for themselves. (From 
the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
9:30 pm Machete Maidens Unleashed! - From karate-kickin’ midgets to busty babes with blades, 

Filipino genre films of the 70s and 80s had it all. This special is the ultimate insiders account of 
a B-movie wonderland, featuring exclusive interviews and hilarious footage. (Australia) 
(Documentary) MA(N,V) **Premiere**   

 
11:05 pm Danger 5 -  Hitler's Golden Murder Palace - An Allied agent has uncovered strange 

happenings at a Nazi-owned casino in Morocco where Hitler is rumoured to be located. After 
the agent goes missing under mysterious circumstances, Danger 5 is sent in to smoke Hitler out 
of his African cash-hole. Things get complicated when Tucker is captured by Italian submariners 
and Ilsa bumps into her ex-husband, Erwin Rommel, the Desert Fox. (Commissioned by SBS, 
in English, German and Russian) (Comedy Series) (Part 4 of 6) (Rpt) M(S,V) CC   

 
11:35 pm Danger 5 -  Fresh Meat For Hitler's Sex Kitchen - Allied troops all over Europe are 

spontaneously transforming into blonde haired, blue eyed, blood-thirsty Nazis. Danger 5 is sent 
to Switzerland to connect with Field Marshall Jenkins, whose entire platoon has recently turned 
Nazi. Allied Command want Jenkins home safe before he can be turned too. But things turn 
pear-shaped on the way when Ilsa and Jackson's drinks are spiked, buying them a one way 
ticket to Hitler's dungeon of occult perversions. (Commissioned by SBS, in English, German and 
Russian) (Comedy Series) (Part 5 of 6) (Rpt) M (S,V) CC   

 
12:05 am Danger 5 -  Final Victory - As World War Two reaches boiling point, giant Nazi monsters are 

rampaging across the world leaving a wake of destruction. Captain Gibraltar, a sailor who 
claims to be from the lost civilisation of Atlantis, contacts Allied Command and offers salvation 
in the form of an invincible super weapon. Danger 5 travels to Atlantis, but they discover that 
Gibraltar is not as friendly as he appears. (Commissioned by SBS, in English, Russian and 
German) (Comedy Series) (Final) (Rpt) M (V,L) CC   

 
12:35 am Orphan Black -  Knowledge of Causes, and Secret Motion of Things - When a rehab 

confidante betrays Alison and threatens to expose the truth about Aynsley’s death, she goes 
into free fall on the eve of Family Day. With Donnie and the kids set to visit, it’s all clones on 
deck to contain the fallout. (From Canada & the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V)   

 
1:20 am Banana -  After a hot, wild night, Aiden and Frank find themselves making their way across 

Manchester, the next morning. As two strangers, they find themselves facing the ultimate, awful 
gay truth: Frank just isn’t good looking enough! Can it really be that superficial? Or can both 
men overcome this, and find true love? (Ep.7) (From the UK) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(L)   
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1:50 am Alarm For Cobra 11 -  Missing Mom - This action packed police drama, known for its high 
performance stunts, shadows two highway patrol officers as they solve cases on the German 
Autobahn. Mark and Semir try to intervene when they see a woman being pursued by two men 
at a high speed on the autobahn. (From Germany, in German) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC  

 
2:45 am Ugly Americans -  Any Given Workday - With the big company intramural football game just 

around the corner, everyone starts getting nervous about the line-up - Mark is a great team 
player, but a terrible actual player. When Randall demonstrates the power of his recently 
replaced arm, he is given a job at the Department of Integration as the team's ringer. (From the 
US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A)   

 
3:10 am NHK World English News -  News and information on Japan's politics, business, culture, 

entertainment and more.    
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5:00 am Korean News -  News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:30 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News -  News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Bosnian News -  News via satellite from Radio-Televizija Bosne i Hercegovine, Bosnia.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian, 

no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:35 am Punjabi News -  Punjabi news service.   
 
12:05 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
1:30 pm Tamil News -  News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil, no 

subtitles.   
 
2:00 pm Thai News -  News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles. 

(News)   
 
2:30 pm Sri Lankan Sinhalese News -  News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri 

Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.   
 
3:00 pm Bangla News -  News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.   
 
3:30 pm Armenian News -  News via satellite from Channel H1 Armenia (Yerevan), in Armenian, no 

subtitles   
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4:00 pm Mysterious Cities Of Gold -  The original 80s animation classic that follows a young orphan 

called Esteban as he searches the New World for both his father and the Mysterious Cities of 
Gold. (From France, in English) (Animation) (Rpt) PG   

 
4:30 pm Massive Moves -  Huge Hacienda - Teams of engineers and truckers face some daunting 

challenges as they transport monstrous structures that were never meant to leave their 
foundations. (From the UK) (Factual Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:00 pm Massive Moves -  Kingsize Cabin - This episode, John Spencer and his crew are responsible 

for the building's safe passage. Will their new cabin survive the 20 mile route or will it come 
crashing down and only be fit for firewood? (From the UK) (Factual Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:30 pm Do Or Die - Disaster On The High Seas - On this episode of Do or Die, struggle to survive 

when a large and aggressive elephant seal attacks, threatening to send you to a watery grave. 
Dive headlong into a crisis when a huge yacht slams into your tour boat. And think fast or be 
crushed as your jeep rolls down a steep, rocky embankment. Do or Die moments can happen 
anywhere. What would you do? (From the US) (Entertainment Series) PG CC **New Episode**   

 
6:00 pm The Numbers Game - Are You Desirable? – This episode will show how attractiveness can 

literally make you happier, healthier, and wealthier. Then we'll give you the tools to be more 
physically and socially desirable and you'll be able to change your life - without changing your 
face. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) G **New Episode**     

 
6:30 pm Mythbusters - Duct Tape Plane - Adam and Jamie test three viral videos featuring 

extraordinary excavators - can they row a barge, take you wakeboarding, and do acrobatics? 
Meanwhile, Kari, Grant and Tory patch up a plane that's had an unfortunate encounter with a 
bear - using only duct tape. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
7:30 pm Hyundai A-League - Round 15: Melbourne Victory V Brisbane Roar Live - Round 15 of the 

Hyundai A-League kicks off on SBS 2 with live coverage as Melbourne Victory take on 
Melbourne Victory at AAMI Park, Melbourne. The Friday night match coverage will be hosted by 
former Socceroo and A-League Champion David Zdrilic along with chief football analyst and ex-
Socceroo Craig Foster. Match commentary will be provided by David Basheer and former 
English Premier League star Michael Bridges. Reporter Lucy Zelic will be on the sidelines at 
each match with player and coach interviews as well as updates throughout the night. (An SBS 
Production) (Football) **Live**  

      
10:00 pm Movie: Goemon -  Every Saturday Marc Fennell presents movies that are over the top, crazy, 

high-intensity, silly and fun, with lots of ninja roundhouse kicks, scary suspense, ka-pow 
moments, blood, gore and horror screams. Based on a Japanese folk legend that echoes the 
tale of Robin Hood, this ninja thriller follows the exploits of Goemon Ishikawa, who leaves his 
fighting clan after its chief is murdered and uses his skills as a thief to help the poor. But after 
learning the identity of his leader's killer, Goemon sets out on a bloody path of vengeance. 
Nominated for two Asian Film Awards in 2010, including Best Visual Effects. Directed by 
Kazuaki Kiriya and stars Yosuke Eguchi, Takao Osawa and Ryoko Hirosue. (From Japan, in 
Japanese) (Action/Adventure) (2009) (Rpt) MA(V)   
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4:00 pm Mysterious Cities Of Gold -  The original 80s animation classic that follows a young orphan 

called Esteban as he searches the New World for both his father and the Mysterious Cities of 
Gold. (From France, in English) (Animation) (Rpt) PG   

 
4:30 pm Massive Moves -  Huge Hacienda - Teams of engineers and truckers face some daunting 

challenges as they transport monstrous structures that were never meant to leave their 
foundations. (From the UK) (Factual Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:00 pm Massive Moves -  Kingsize Cabin - This episode, John Spencer and his crew are responsible 

for the building's safe passage. Will their new cabin survive the 20 mile route or will it come 
crashing down and only be fit for firewood? (From the UK) (Factual Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:30 pm Do Or Die - Disaster On The High Seas - On this episode of Do or Die, struggle to survive 

when a large and aggressive elephant seal attacks, threatening to send you to a watery grave. 
Dive headlong into a crisis when a huge yacht slams into your tour boat. And think fast or be 
crushed as your jeep rolls down a steep, rocky embankment. Do or Die moments can happen 
anywhere. What would you do? (From the US) (Entertainment Series) PG CC **New Episode**   

 
6:00 pm Mythbusters - Duct Tape Plane - Adam and Jamie test three viral videos featuring 

extraordinary excavators - can they row a barge, take you wakeboarding, and do acrobatics? 
Meanwhile, Kari, Grant and Tory patch up a plane that's had an unfortunate encounter with a 
bear - using only duct tape. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC  

 
6:55 pm Hyundai A-League - Round 15: Melbourne Victory V Brisbane Roar Live - Round 15 of the 

Hyundai A-League kicks off on SBS 2 with live coverage as Melbourne Victory take on 
Melbourne Victory at AAMI Park, Melbourne. The Friday night match coverage will be hosted by 
former Socceroo and A-League Champion David Zdrilic along with chief football analyst and ex-
Socceroo Craig Foster. Match commentary will be provided by David Basheer and former 
English Premier League star Michael Bridges. Reporter Lucy Zelic will be on the sidelines at 
each match with player and coach interviews as well as updates throughout the night. (An SBS 
Production) (Football) **Live**  

 
9:30 pm  Movie: Goemon -  Every Saturday Marc Fennell presents movies that are over the top, crazy, 

high-intensity, silly and fun, with lots of ninja roundhouse kicks, scary suspense, ka-pow 
moments, blood, gore and horror screams. Based on a Japanese folk legend that echoes the 
tale of Robin Hood, this ninja thriller follows the exploits of Goemon Ishikawa, who leaves his 
fighting clan after its chief is murdered and uses his skills as a thief to help the poor. But after 
learning the identity of his leader's killer, Goemon sets out on a bloody path of vengeance. 
Nominated for two Asian Film Awards in 2010, including Best Visual Effects. Directed by 
Kazuaki Kiriya and stars Yosuke Eguchi, Takao Osawa and Ryoko Hirosue. (From Japan, in 
Japanese) (Action/Adventure) (2009) (Rpt) MA(V)  

 
11:55 pm The Numbers Game - Are You Desirable? – This episode will show how attractiveness can 

literally make you happier, healthier, and wealthier. Then we'll give you the tools to be more 
physically and socially desirable and you'll be able to change your life - without changing your 
face. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) G **New Episode**     
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4:00 pm Mysterious Cities Of Gold -  The original 80s animation classic that follows a young orphan 

called Esteban as he searches the New World for both his father and the Mysterious Cities of 
Gold. (From France, in English) (Animation) (Rpt) PG   

 
4:30 pm Massive Moves -  Huge Hacienda - Teams of engineers and truckers face some daunting 

challenges as they transport monstrous structures that were never meant to leave their 
foundations. (From the UK) (Factual Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:00 pm Massive Moves -  Kingsize Cabin - This episode, John Spencer and his crew are responsible 

for the building's safe passage. Will their new cabin survive the 20 mile route or will it come 
crashing down and only be fit for firewood? (From the UK) (Factual Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:30 pm Do Or Die - Disaster On The High Seas - On this episode of Do or Die, struggle to survive 

when a large and aggressive elephant seal attacks, threatening to send you to a watery grave. 
Dive headlong into a crisis when a huge yacht slams into your tour boat. And think fast or be 
crushed as your jeep rolls down a steep, rocky embankment. Do or Die moments can happen 
anywhere. What would you do? (From the US) (Entertainment Series) PG CC **New Episode**   

 
6:00 pm The Numbers Game - Are You Desirable? – This episode will show how attractiveness can 

literally make you happier, healthier, and wealthier. Then we'll give you the tools to be more 
physically and socially desirable and you'll be able to change your life - without changing your 
face. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) G **New Episode** 

 
6:25 pm Hyundai A-League - Round 15: Melbourne Victory V Brisbane Roar Live - Round 15 of the 

Hyundai A-League kicks off on SBS 2 with live coverage as Melbourne Victory take on 
Melbourne Victory at AAMI Park, Melbourne. The Friday night match coverage will be hosted by 
former Socceroo and A-League Champion David Zdrilic along with chief football analyst and ex-
Socceroo Craig Foster. Match commentary will be provided by David Basheer and former 
English Premier League star Michael Bridges. Reporter Lucy Zelic will be on the sidelines at 
each match with player and coach interviews as well as updates throughout the night. (An SBS 
Production) (Football) **Live**  

 
9:00 pm Mythbusters - Duct Tape Plane - Adam and Jamie test three viral videos featuring 

extraordinary excavators - can they row a barge, take you wakeboarding, and do acrobatics? 
Meanwhile, Kari, Grant and Tory patch up a plane that's had an unfortunate encounter with a 
bear - using only duct tape. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC  

 
10:00 pm  Movie: Goemon -  Every Saturday Marc Fennell presents movies that are over the top, crazy, 

high-intensity, silly and fun, with lots of ninja roundhouse kicks, scary suspense, ka-pow 
moments, blood, gore and horror screams. Based on a Japanese folk legend that echoes the 
tale of Robin Hood, this ninja thriller follows the exploits of Goemon Ishikawa, who leaves his 
fighting clan after its chief is murdered and uses his skills as a thief to help the poor. But after 
learning the identity of his leader's killer, Goemon sets out on a bloody path of vengeance. 
Nominated for two Asian Film Awards in 2010, including Best Visual Effects. Directed by 
Kazuaki Kiriya and stars Yosuke Eguchi, Takao Osawa and Ryoko Hirosue. (From Japan, in 
Japanese) (Action/Adventure) (2009) (Rpt) MA(V)  
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    Friday January 15th, 2016 
NORTHERN TERRITORY 

      
4:00 pm Mysterious Cities Of Gold -  The original 80s animation classic that follows a young orphan 

called Esteban as he searches the New World for both his father and the Mysterious Cities of 
Gold. (From France, in English) (Animation) (Rpt) PG   

 
4:30 pm Massive Moves -  Huge Hacienda - Teams of engineers and truckers face some daunting 

challenges as they transport monstrous structures that were never meant to leave their 
foundations. (From the UK) (Factual Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:00 pm Massive Moves -  Kingsize Cabin - This episode, John Spencer and his crew are responsible 

for the building's safe passage. Will their new cabin survive the 20 mile route or will it come 
crashing down and only be fit for firewood? (From the UK) (Factual Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:30 pm Do Or Die - Disaster On The High Seas - On this episode of Do or Die, struggle to survive 

when a large and aggressive elephant seal attacks, threatening to send you to a watery grave. 
Dive headlong into a crisis when a huge yacht slams into your tour boat. And think fast or be 
crushed as your jeep rolls down a steep, rocky embankment. Do or Die moments can happen 
anywhere. What would you do? (From the US) (Entertainment Series) PG CC **New Episode**   

 
5:55 pm Hyundai A-League - Round 15: Melbourne Victory V Brisbane Roar Live - Round 15 of the 

Hyundai A-League kicks off on SBS 2 with live coverage as Melbourne Victory take on 
Melbourne Victory at AAMI Park, Melbourne. The Friday night match coverage will be hosted by 
former Socceroo and A-League Champion David Zdrilic along with chief football analyst and ex-
Socceroo Craig Foster. Match commentary will be provided by David Basheer and former 
English Premier League star Michael Bridges. Reporter Lucy Zelic will be on the sidelines at 
each match with player and coach interviews as well as updates throughout the night. (An SBS 
Production) (Football) **Live**  

 
8:30 pm Mythbusters - Duct Tape Plane - Adam and Jamie test three viral videos featuring 

extraordinary excavators - can they row a barge, take you wakeboarding, and do acrobatics? 
Meanwhile, Kari, Grant and Tory patch up a plane that's had an unfortunate encounter with a 
bear - using only duct tape. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC  

 
9:30 pm The Numbers Game - Are You Desirable? – This episode will show how attractiveness can 

literally make you happier, healthier, and wealthier. Then we'll give you the tools to be more 
physically and socially desirable and you'll be able to change your life - without changing your 
face. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) G **New Episode** 

 
10:00 pm  Movie: Goemon -  Every Saturday Marc Fennell presents movies that are over the top, crazy, 

high-intensity, silly and fun, with lots of ninja roundhouse kicks, scary suspense, ka-pow 
moments, blood, gore and horror screams. Based on a Japanese folk legend that echoes the 
tale of Robin Hood, this ninja thriller follows the exploits of Goemon Ishikawa, who leaves his 
fighting clan after its chief is murdered and uses his skills as a thief to help the poor. But after 
learning the identity of his leader's killer, Goemon sets out on a bloody path of vengeance. 
Nominated for two Asian Film Awards in 2010, including Best Visual Effects. Directed by 
Kazuaki Kiriya and stars Yosuke Eguchi, Takao Osawa and Ryoko Hirosue. (From Japan, in 
Japanese) (Action/Adventure) (2009) (Rpt) MA(V)  
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

      
3:55 pm Mysterious Cities Of Gold -  The original 80s animation classic that follows a young orphan 

called Esteban as he searches the New World for both his father and the Mysterious Cities of 
Gold. (From France, in English) (Animation) (Rpt) PG   

 
4:25 pm Hyundai A-League - Round 15: Melbourne Victory V Brisbane Roar Live - Round 15 of the 

Hyundai A-League kicks off on SBS 2 with live coverage as Melbourne Victory take on 
Melbourne Victory at AAMI Park, Melbourne. The Friday night match coverage will be hosted by 
former Socceroo and A-League Champion David Zdrilic along with chief football analyst and ex-
Socceroo Craig Foster. Match commentary will be provided by David Basheer and former 
English Premier League star Michael Bridges. Reporter Lucy Zelic will be on the sidelines at 
each match with player and coach interviews as well as updates throughout the night. (An SBS 
Production) (Football) **Live**  

 
7:00 pm The Numbers Game - Are You Desirable? – This episode will show how attractiveness can 

literally make you happier, healthier, and wealthier. Then we'll give you the tools to be more 
physically and socially desirable and you'll be able to change your life - without changing your 
face. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) G **New Episode** 

 
7:30 pm Massive Moves -  Huge Hacienda - Teams of engineers and truckers face some daunting 

challenges as they transport monstrous structures that were never meant to leave their 
foundations. (From the UK) (Factual Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC   

 
8:00 pm Massive Moves -  Kingsize Cabin - This episode, John Spencer and his crew are responsible 

for the building's safe passage. Will their new cabin survive the 20 mile route or will it come 
crashing down and only be fit for firewood? (From the UK) (Factual Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC   

 
8:30 pm Mythbusters - Duct Tape Plane - Adam and Jamie test three viral videos featuring 

extraordinary excavators - can they row a barge, take you wakeboarding, and do acrobatics? 
Meanwhile, Kari, Grant and Tory patch up a plane that's had an unfortunate encounter with a 
bear - using only duct tape. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC  

 
9:30 pm Movie: Goemon -  Every Saturday Marc Fennell presents movies that are over the top, crazy, 

high-intensity, silly and fun, with lots of ninja roundhouse kicks, scary suspense, ka-pow 
moments, blood, gore and horror screams. Based on a Japanese folk legend that echoes the 
tale of Robin Hood, this ninja thriller follows the exploits of Goemon Ishikawa, who leaves his 
fighting clan after its chief is murdered and uses his skills as a thief to help the poor. But after 
learning the identity of his leader's killer, Goemon sets out on a bloody path of vengeance. 
Nominated for two Asian Film Awards in 2010, including Best Visual Effects. Directed by 
Kazuaki Kiriya and stars Yosuke Eguchi, Takao Osawa and Ryoko Hirosue. (From Japan, in 
Japanese) (Action/Adventure) (2009) (Rpt) MA(V) 

 
11:55 pm Do Or Die - Disaster On The High Seas - On this episode of Do or Die, struggle to survive 

when a large and aggressive elephant seal attacks, threatening to send you to a watery grave. 
Dive headlong into a crisis when a huge yacht slams into your tour boat. And think fast or be 
crushed as your jeep rolls down a steep, rocky embankment. Do or Die moments can happen 
anywhere. What would you do? (From the US) (Entertainment Series) PG CC **New Episode**   
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Friday January 15th, 2016 
ALL MARKETS REJOIN      

 
12:25 am Space Dandy -  The Gallant Space Gentleman, Baby - When Dr. Gel kidnaps his favourite 

Boobies girl, Dandy joins forces with a suave and sophisticated alien in a dashing attempt to 
save the day and collect a big bounty! (From Japan, in Japanese) (Animation Series) PG **New 
Episode** 

 
12:55 am Assassination Classroom - Pandemonium Time - The E Class must put their lessons into 

practice as they tackle an intimidating hotel brimming with baddies, and all without Koro 
Sensei's help. (From Japan, in English) (Animation Series) PG **New Episode** 

 
1:20 am PopAsia -  Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news and 

interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. Hosted by 
Jamaica dela Cruz and Andy Trieu. (An SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG   

 
3:20 am NHK World English News -  News and information on Japan's politics, business, culture, 

entertainment and more.    
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5:00 am Korean News -  News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:30 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News -  News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Hungarian News -  News via satellite from Duna TV (DTV) Budapest, in Hungarian, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian, 

no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:35 am Punjabi News -  Punjabi news service.   
 
12:05 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Hyundai A-League: Melbourne Victory V Brisbane Roar Live -     
 
3:00 pm Benidorm Bastards -  They’re up to their old tricks again! Seven senior citizens (played by 

actors) head out into the streets with only one thought in mind - to pull pranks on young people. 
This is a hidden camera show with a difference; the skits are absurd and hilarious - and the 
unsuspecting victims haven’t got a clue what hit them. (From Belgium, in Dutch) (Comedy 
Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
3:25 pm Departures -  Indonesia: Ring of Fire - They continue to the slums of Jakarta, meeting with a 

young boy and his family, and participating in daily activities to learn hardships of locals. (From 
Canada) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG   
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4:20 pm Running Man Australian Special III -  In this third and final chapter of our Running Man 
Australian Trilogy, our cast and guests travel back in time to 1854 when the land was fervent 
with gold rush fever. This time, these sheriffs will try to prove what they’re made of, performing 
missions that tests their skills and noggins while trying to hunt down treasure for just a tiny taste 
of gold. Will all that hard work prove worth it or will they just be panning for coal? (From South 
Korea, in Korean) (Entertainment) (class tba) **Encore** 

 
6:00 pm Laputa: Castle In The Sky -  Movie: The second of the Miyazaki films - in the genre of 

Japanese Anime - Laputa: Castle In The Sky is about Sheeta, an orphan and a descendant of 
the people who once lived in Laputa. She is taken by the secret service, led by agent Muska 
who wants to find the legendary floating city of Laputa. Her only connection with the past is a 
stone, inscribed with a strange emblem. Pirates attack the secret service's airship and in the 
commotion Sheeta falls, but as she does, the stone lights up and slows her descent. She floats 
down into the arms of Pazu, an orphan boy who works in the mines below. Directed by Hayao 
Miyazaki, and stars the voices of Anna Paquin and James Van Der Beek. (From Japan, in 
English) (Fantasy) (1986) (Rpt) G WS CC   

 
8:15 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular 

Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24 
single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through the use of 
their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large studio 
audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) G **New Episode**   

 
9:15 pm Where The Wild Men Are With Ben Fogle – Australia - Ben meets 61-year-old Barbara 

Walker out in Australia, a widow who has lived alone in isolation for eight years. He finds out 
why this former photographer from Switzerland decided to settle in one of the world's most 
challenging environments, fighting to keep her husband's legacy alive by caring for the native 
flora and fauna. Ben helps out in trying to control the spread of an invasive species of cane-toad 
that is destroying other wildlife, as well as managing 63 wild horses and hand-rearing rescued 
animals. (S.3,Ep.6) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) M(L) **New Episode**  

 
10:05 pm Trivia Nights - Manchester/North London/Barnsley/Essex - Quiz Nights features four pub 

quiz teams, in four different pubs all over the country, answering the same questions at the 
same time, as they battle to win the Golden Tankard. Tonight, The Chicks in Barnsley take on 
Radio Faces in Essex, Arthur & the Antiques in Highgate and The Quizlamics in Manchester. 
But as the night progresses, who will know which village Noel’s House Party was set in or which 
region of England has the heaviest drinkers? (From the UK) (Entertainment Series) M(S,L) 
**New Episode**    

 
10:55 pm 24 (India) - 3.00 P.M. - 4.00 P.M. - Jai gets a trump card and finds a way to track the terrorists 

as Trisha and Kiran come under attack. (S.1,Ep.16) (From India, in Hindi & English) (Drama 
Series) MA(V) **New Episode**      

 
11:45 pm 24 (India) -  4.00 PM. - 5.00 PM. - Kiran kills Max and rescues Trisha from the Jeep. 

Meanwhile, at the Singhania hotel, the technicians wire Bala's room with fiber optic cameras 
and Jai briefs Pooja on her role in catching Bala. (S.1,Ep.17) (From India, in Hindi & English) 
(Drama Series) MA(V) **New Episode**    
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12:35 am 24 (India) - 5.00 P.M. - 6.00 P.M. - Jai poses as Bala and goes to meet a contact who has vital 
information. However, an ATU agent with a grudge against Jai might risk the success of the 
mission. Meanwhile, ATU agent Siddharth meets Trisha and Kiran at the accident spot. 
(S,1,Ep.18) (From India, in Hindi & English) (Drama Series) M(V) **New Episode**    

 
1:25 am Movie: Vengeance -  Costello, a retired assassin living in France, swears revenge after a 

violent attack on his daughter's family in Hong Kong, during which her husband and two children 
are murdered. To help him find the killers, he hires three local hit-men. But with a bullet lodged 
in his brain from a previous assignment, Costello's forgetfulness causes complications. 
Nominated for the Palme d'Or at the 2009 Cannes Film Festival. Directed by Johnnie To and 
stars Johnny Hallyday, Sylvie Testud and Simon Yam. (From Hong Kong, in Cantonese, 
English and French) (Thriller) (2009) (Rpt) MA(V,S)   

 
3:25 am CCTV News In English From Beijing -  The English language news channel from China 

Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)    


